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For Companies Pursuing
Leaping Bunny Certification
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Getting Started
So, you’ve decided to pursue Leaping Bunny Certification. Have you read the Corporate Standard
of Compassion for Animals? Detailed in the Standard are the criteria that must be met by all
Leaping-Bunny-certified Companies. This will give you an indication of whether you might qualify
as a cruelty-free company. Once you’ve reviewed the Standard, and feel you might qualify, you’ll
begin the certification process by filling out a registration form.

The first step in the certification process is to register your company with Leaping Bunny. You’ll
need to provide contact information about your Company and about yourself, as the Primary
Contact for your Company.

What Happens Now?
You’ll receive an email, acknowledging your registration. Your information will be reviewed by a Leaping
Bunny Administrator, and, once your registration has been accepted, you’ll receive another email with a
one-time log-in link. For more information about logging in for the first time, please see page 2.
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Logging In to LeapingBunny.org
After your registration has been accepted, you’ll receive an email notification containing a one-time
log-in link. This will allow you to create a password for your Leaping Bunny User Account.

Your Leaping Bunny Username will be the email address you provided during registration (the
address to which your one-time log-in link was sent). You’ll need to choose a password for future use.

What Happens Now?
Now that you have a User Account, and a Company Page, you’re all set to begin the certification
process. Continue to page 3 to learn about your Company Page.
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Your Company Page
Your Company Page serves as an all-encompasssing command center for certification,
communication, contact management, branding, and recommitment. Your Company Page is a hub
for tracking and maintaining your Company’s dynamic presence within the Leaping Bunny Program.

This is what your Company Page looks like. When you log in to LeapingBunny.org, it will be the first
thing you see. Its features are numbered here, and described on page 4 of the User Guide.
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What Happens Now?
You’ll use the modules on your Company Page
to provide necessary information about your
Company and its Brands to the Leaping Bunny
Program. The best place to start is with your
Application (page 6).
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Your Company Page (Continued)
Your Company Page serves as an all-encompasssing command center for certification,
communication, contact management, branding, and recommitment. Your Company Page is a hub
for tracking and maintaining your Company’s dynamic presence within the Leaping Bunny Program.
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This page explains the functions of each item listed on page 3 of the User Guide. Each of these modules
is found on your Company Page.
COMPANY INFORMATION
This is where your Company’s name and
contact information are stored and edited.
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APPLICATION STATUS BAR
Listed here are your
• Company Status
This indicates where you are in the
certification process.
• Recommitment Due Date
Once your application is approved, this
will show the date on which you’ll need to
recommit to the Leaping Bunny Program
(one year from the date of your approval).
• Originally Approved Date
This is the date on which you were first
approved as a cruelty-free Company.
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• Fixed Cut-Off Date
You’ll specify this date in your application (it
is the date after which no new animal testing
was performed by or for your Company).

PRIMARY CONTACT INFORMATION
This is where your account-holder’s information
is stored and edited.
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APPLICATION
This is your application to be certified by the
Leaping Bunny Program. In the seven sections
of the application, you’ll provide information
about your Company and its products, policies,
suppliers, and manufacturers. (See page 6)
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LEAPING BUNNY LOGO LICENSING
If you are interested in licensing the Leaping
Bunny Logo for use on your Company’s
products or promotional materials, this is
where you’ll apply to do so.
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BRAND MANAGER CONTACT INFORMATION
This is where contact information that is
specific to your Company’s Brands is stored
and edited. After a Brand Manager’s contact
information is entered here, you’ll be able
to assign them to a particular Brand in the
Brands area (see #10 below).
RECENT ACCOUNT ACTIVITY
The five most recent updates made to your account,
either by you or an Administrator, are listed here.
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SUPPLIERS & MANUFACTURERS
This is where information about your Ingredient
Suppliers and Product Manufacturers is
stored and edited. Here, you can also send
Declarations of Raw Material and Product
Compliance, and view them once they’ve been
submitted. (See page 14 for more information.)
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BRANDS
This is where you will add and edit your
Company’s Brands. You’ll be able to edit your
Brands’ entries in the Compassionate Shopping
Guide by submitting changes for review by a
Leaping Bunny Administrator.
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Contacts
There are a number of entities involved in a Company’s Application. They are listed below.

Username
A Username is assigned once you have registered for a Leaping Bunny account. Your
Username is the email address you provide on your registration form. It will be used to log in
to your Company Page, and can only be changed by a Leaping Bunny Administrator.
Primary Contact
A Primary Contact is the individual that will be contacted by Leaping Bunny Administrators
with any issues regarding the certification process, audits, recommitment, or any other
questions or concerns about a Company’s relationship to the Leaping Bunny Program.
Company
A Company is the entity being certified.
Brand
Brands are the public names under which a Company’s products are sold. Brand names
and descriptions are what will appear in Leaping Bunny’s Compassionate Shopping Guide. A
Company may have more than one Brand.
Brand Manager
A Brand Manager is the individual that will be contacted by Leaping Bunny Administrators
with any issues regarding Brand listings, Partnerships, Promotions, or any other questions
or concerns about a particular Brand. Brand Managers are added on the Company Page in
the Brand Managers section, and assigned to a Brand under the “Edit Brand” option.
Ingredient Supplier
An Ingredient Supplier is a company name and contact for any supplier of raw materials to a
Company seeking certification.
Product Manufacturer
A Product Manufacturer is a company name and contact for any manufacturer of finished or
partial products sold by a Company seeking certification.
Leaping Bunny Administrator
Leaping Bunny Administrators are employees of the Leaping Bunny Program. They
administer the certification process; manage the Company’s records on LeapingBunny.org;
moderate Brand, Promotion, and Partnership additions and changes; and facilitate all other
Company and Contact interaction with LeapingBunny.org and the Leaping Bunny Program.
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Your Application - Overview
Once you’ve reviewed the Leaping Bunny Standard, and created an account and Company Page on
LeapingBunny.org, you’re ready to begin your Application. You can access your Application from
the box on the right-hand side of your Company Page.

Your Leaping Bunny application is divided into seven sections. The information you provide in
your application will determine whether your Company will be approved for certification as part of
the Leaping Bunny Program. You will be able to begin your application in one session, and return
to complete the remainder, if needed.
Required answers are marked with red asterisks (*), but including as much information as
possible is helpful.
The only information included in your application that will be seen by parties other than yourself
and Leaping Bunny Administrators are your Brand information (which will be included in the
Leaping Bunny Compassionate Shopping Guide), and Declarations of Raw Material and Product
Compliance (which will be completed by your Ingredient Suppliers and Product Manufacturers,
respectively). All other information and correspondence is confidential.

INCLUDED WITH YOUR APPLICATION WILL BE
• Completed Online Application (Sections A - G)
see pages 7 - 13
• Declarations of Raw Material and Product Compliance
see page 14
• Brands
see pages 12 and 15
• Distribution Contract Addendum
see page 11
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Your Application - Section A
Section A of your Application will contain Company Details. Questions 1 through 3 are required.

Trading Name
If your company is publicly traded, this is the abbreviation used when doing so.
Consumer eMail Address
The address to which general-information questions from the public can be directed.
Date Established
The month, day, and year in which your company was founded.
Legal Status
Corporation, Limited Company, Limited Liability Company, etc.
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Your Application - Section B
Section B of your Application will contain your Fixed Cut-Off Date, which is required. You will not be
able to add Ingredient Supplier or Product Manufacturer information, or send declaration forms,
until you’ve selected your Fixed Cut-Off Date.

Fixed Cut-Off Date
This is the date after which you, and your Manufacturers and Suppliers, can guarantee that
none of your products, formulations, or ingredients have been tested on animals. Because
virtually all ingredients have been tested on animals in the past (even water), you must pick
a date. Many Companies choose today’s date, as that makes it easy for them to check from
this date forward. Other Companies may choose the date of the Company’s establishment.
As long as your ingredient suppliers can comply with the date, and it is a date in the past, it
does not matter.
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Your Application - Section C
Section C of your Application will contain your Company Policy on Animal Testing. Questions 1, 2,
4, and 5 are required. If you respond “Yes” to question 3, you’ll be required to answer a follow-up
question, which will appear once “Yes” is selected.
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Your Application - Section D
Section D of your Application will contain your Supplier Chain Management information. You will only
need to complete this section of the application if you use Ingredient Suppliers or Product Manufacturers.
This is established in Section A of your application, and will automatically adjust accordingly.

SECTION D: SUPPLIER CHAIN MANAGEMENT
This section relates to your process and procedures for ensuring that you only purchase or manufacture cosmetic and/or household products,
and use ingredients, that have not been tested on animals after your fixed cut-off date.
1. Do you agree to set up a Supplier Monitoring System to ensure that Third Party Manufacturers and/or Suppliers have not conducted or
Commissioned Animal Testing on Cosmetic and/or Household Products and/or Ingredients since your Fixed Cut-off Date?*
Yes

No

2. Do you agree to recommit to the Leaping Bunny Program on an annual basis?*
Yes

No

3. Do you agree to an Independent Audit as outlined in the corporate Standard of Compassion for Animals?*
Yes

No

INGREDIENT SUPPLIERS
You have two options to collect assurances from Ingredient Suppliers. The first option is to obtain Declarations of Raw Material Compliance
from all of your ingredient suppliers. This can be done both online and offline. The second is to amend your purchase orders to include
language specifying that the ingredient supplier will not be providing your company with ingredients tested on animals after your chosen
Fixed Cut-Off Date. Please select an option to continue:*
Amend purchase orders

Collect Declarations of Raw Material Compliance

AMENDING PURCHASE ORDERS:
You will need to include this exact language on all purchase orders for ingredients in your products:
“The supplier affirms by fulfilling this order that it does not conduct or commission animal testing of any cosmetics and/or household products,
including without limitation, ingredients or formulations of such products, supplied to June 12 after June 12, 2015.”
Then you will need to submit a sample purchase order to us for our records:
Upload Sample Purchase Order*
Choose File
Files must be less than 20 MB.
Allowed file types: txt pdf doc docx odt.

UPLOAD

PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS
You will need to obtain Declarations of Product Compliance from all of your manufacturers. This can be done both online and offline by
choosing one of the options below:
Collect declarations by emailing manufacturers a Declaration Form (email will not be sent until you’ve clicked on “NEXT” at the
bottom of the screen):
Enter manufacturer details in the form below, inviting them to complete the Declaration of Product Compliance:
Manufacturer Company Name*
First Name*
Last Name*
Email Address*

Download the pdf version of the form that can be filled out offline, and upload it here:
Upload Declaration of Product Compliance:
Choose File
Files must be less than 20 MB.
Allowed file types: txt pdf doc docx odt.

UPLOAD

In Section D, you’ll be collecting
Declarations of Raw Material
Compliance and of Product
Compliance from your Ingredient
Suppliers, and Product
Manufacturers, respectively.
You’ll have two options for
Declarations of Raw Material
Compliance: collecting a signed
declaration, or amending your
Purchase Orders and uploading one
as a sample.
Declarations of Product
Compliance need to be signed and
collected.
All signed and collected
Declarations can be completed
online (sent to Manufacturers and
Suppliers via email) or uploaded as
electronic documents.
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Your Application - Section E
Section E of your Application will indicate whether your Company uses distributors to sell your products
in countries outside the United States and Canada. The question is required, and if you answer “Yes,” you
must upload a sample contract addendum.
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Your Application - Section F
Section F of your Application is where Brand information will be entered. You’ll be able to edit your Brands,
and assign Brand Managers to them (through your Company Page interface), once your Application has
been approved. You will be required to enter at least one Brand to submit your Application.

In Section F, you’ll be providing the information
that will populate your Brand’s entry in the
Leaping Bunny online Shopping Guide.
Your Brand(s) will appear in the Shopping
Guide and on your Company Page once your
Application has been approved.

UPC Code
This will enable the scanner functionality of our app for
smartphones to recognize your Brand’s products.
“Do any of this brand’s products contain animal ingredients?”
The answer to this question is required (so that we can
provide this information to consumers), but Leaping Bunny
certification in no way depends on the presence, or absence,
of animal ingredients.
Add Another Brand
It is possible to enter multiple Brands that are produced by
your Company. You can do so during the application process,
and once your Application has been approved. You’ll be able to
edit, add, and remove Brands from your Company Page.
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Your Application - Section G
Section G of your application is your Company Declaration. You will attest that you are authorized to
officially represent your Company, that all information you’ve provided in your Application is true, and
that your Company complies with the Corporate Standard of Compassion for Animals.

What Happens Now?
You’ll receive an email, confirming that your application has been submitted and is being reviewed
by a Leaping Bunny Administrator. Leaping Bunny may need to follow up with you with additional
questions, and you will be notified via email of any changes in your application’s status.
Once approved, you can continue to maintain all your information by logging in to your Company Page.
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Suppliers & Manufacturers
As set forth by the Corporate Standard of Compassion for Animals, all Companies certified by
Leaping Bunny must collect and submit Declarations of Raw Material and Product Compliance that
have been completed by each Company’s Ingredient Suppliers and Product Manufacturers.

In Section D of your Application, you will provide information about your Ingredient Suppliers
and Product Manufacturers (if you have any). You will also have the opportunity to update this
information from your Company Page once your application has been approved.
If you choose to email Declarations,
this is an example of the form your
Manufacturer will receive:

What Happens Now?
You’ll be able to see which of your Declarations have been submitted by looking at the far right column of
their listings on your Company Page. If the option says “View,” you’ll be able to look at the submitted form.
If it says “Resend Declaration or Upload,” you’ll know that the Declaration has yet to be submitted.
Once all of your Declarations have been collected, your Application will be reviewed by a Leaping
Bunny Administrator. After your Application has been approved, you can still edit, add, and remove
Ingredient Suppliers and Product Manufacturers as needed, and continue to collect Declarations.
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Brands, Partnerships, & Promotions
Your Brands are what will appear in Leaping Bunny’s online and print Compassionate Shopping
Guides. For your Company to become certified, you’ll need to submit information about at least
one Brand as part of your Application (see page 12). Once your Application is approved, you’ll be
able to maintain your Brand listing(s) from your Company Page.

Each of a Company’s Brands can have its own Partnerships and Promotions with Leaping Bunny.

A Partnership is where a portion of sales is
donated to the Leaping Bunny Program.
A Promotion is a sale or offer that you’d like
to present to users of LeapingBunny.org
(generally or exclusively).

What Happens Now?
All Partnerships and Promotions are reviewed by Leaping Bunny Administrators before being published.
Once your Partnership or Promotion is published, it will appear on the “Shop Our Partners” or “Exclusive
Deals” pages of LeapingBunny.org.
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Logo Licensing
Approved Companies can apply to license the Leaping Bunny Logo for use on product packaging
and marketing materials. There is a nominal fee associated with logo licensing, which is based on a
Company’s earnings.

The Logo Licensing Application Form is available on the right-hand side your Company Page,
beneath the Application button.

What Happens Now?
A Leaping Bunny Administrator will review your application and be in contact with you to deliver the
appropriate logo files, and arrange payment of your logo-use fee.
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Recommitment
The Leaping Bunny program asks that every certified Company recommit to the Corporate
Standard of Compassion for Animals each year. Your Recommitment Due date will appear in the
Application Status Bar on your Company Page.

The Recommitment Application is similar to your initial Application. You’ll be asked to confirm or
update the information you’d provided the year before. Though your Company’s status will change,
your Brands, Partnerships, and Promotions will remain visible while your Recommitment is due.

What Happens Now?
Just as with your initial Application, after you submit your Recommitment Application, it will be reviewed
by a Leaping Bunny administrator, and you’ll be notified of any changes in your Company’s status.

info@leapingbunny.org
888.546.CCIC

